Lake Eyre, Flinders Ranges & Broken Hill Flights

Lake Eyre & Flinders Ranges Flight from Broken Hill

On this fantastic day tour you will depart Broken Hill at 8am. (Earlier hotel pick up available on arrangement)

On departure, our flight will take you over the historic township of Silverton and Umberumberka Reservoir (a local catchment reservoir which is, at present, 100% full) then over the border fence and the vastness of the Mundi Mundi plain.

We will overfly the very impressive Lake Frome (salt lake), then we fly over the Northern Flinder’s Ranges, Arkaroola, Marree and then up to Madigan Gulf in the southern section of Lake Eyre. We will fly over Jackboot Bay, Belt Bay and then into William Creek. There will be plenty of time to have lunch at the famous William Creek Pub, and have a look around the smallest town in Australia.

After lunch (own cost) we return to Lake Eyre for a low level scenic flight, then across the lake to Cooper Creek and the wetlands, then onto the Birdsville Crossing (where the punt may be in use). You will then fly over Lake Blanche, Lake Callabonna and back to Broken Hill past the Living Desert Sculptures, the mining operations in the centre of Broken Hill, landing around 4.30pm. Cost is $1020 per person.

Frequent departures from February to October & beyond – please ASK for Lake Eyre Tours & Flights and Outback tours or see http://www.spiritsafaris.com

NOTE - Not all departure dates are shown in tour details that follow – Please ask for your preferred date
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